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Abstract 
Peled, U.N. and M.K. Srinivasan. Poset matching-a distributive analog of independent matching, 
Discrete Mathematics 114 (1993) 403-424. 
Given poset matroids (or distributive supermatroids) on two finite posets and an ordered binary 
relation which associates with every element of each poset an (order) ideal of other poset, a poset 
matching matches independent ideals with independent ideals. The general theory for this distribu- 
tive analog of independent matching is investigated and analogs of the independent matching 
algorithms and theorems are obtained. The class of transversal and matching poset matroids is 
discussed. An interpretation of the Dilworth completion of a poset matroid is given in terms of 
matchings. 
1. Introduction 
The efforts to extend matroid theory to partially ordered sets have yielded two 
structures, ‘distributive supermatroids’ [4], which abstract the notion of indepen- 
dence, and ‘geometries on posets’ [9], which abstract the notion of a geometric closure 
operator. Faigle [S, 1 l] has considered the analogs of the matroid greedy algorithm in 
the above two contexts. In this paper we investigate optimization problems, in the 
context of bipartite matching, for two distributive supermatroids. Distributive super- 
matroids will be called poset matroids in this paper. 
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A poset matroid is a finite poset P and a hereditary collection of (order) ideals of P 
satisfying the augmentation axiom. As the collection of all ideals of P yields a distributive 
lattice, poset matroids may be considered to be the ‘distributive analogs’ of matroids, 
which are the boolean case. We formulate our problems as analogs of independent 
matching [l, 2,201 and matroid inducing [17,20]. In independent matching, one places 
a matroid structure on each color class of a bipartite graph and tries to match indepen- 
dent sets with independent sets. For matroid inducing, we have a matroid structure on 
one color class, and the subsets of the other color class which can be matched with 
independent subsets of the first class form a matroid. This suggests that we consider 
(a) The matching theory with respect to poset matroids on posets P and Q and an 
ordered binary relation which associates with every element of each poset an (order) 
ideal of the other poset. 
(b) Inducing of poset matroids across ordered binary relations. 
We look at the basic properties of poset matroids in Section 2. Section 3 presents 
the main examples of integral matroids, transversal poset matroids and matching 
poset matroids. It is shown that the matching poset matroids are precisely the 
transversal poset matroids. In Section 4 we consider the poset matching problem and 
obtain analogs of the independent matching algorithms and theorems (augmenting 
path algorithm, Konig-Egervary theorem). We also treat linking of vectors in integral 
matroids in this context. In Section 5 we prove the Mendelsohn-Dulmage theorem for 
poset matchings and, as an application, show how a poset matroid induces a new 
poset matroid across an ordered binary relation. The Dilworth completion of a poset 
matroid embeds the poset matroid into a matroid on the underlying set of the poset. 
The Dilworth completion is interpreted as inducing a matroid across a natural 
ordered binary relation. Using the Dilworth completion and the poset matching 
algorithm, we efficiently reduce weighted poset matching to weighted matroid inter- 
section. The motivation for this paper was Faigle’s [lo] theory of the distributive 
analog of classical bipartite matching, i.e., the case where the poset matroids are free 
(all ideals are independent). Our results can, thus, be interpreted as the distributive 
analog of independent matching. 
2. Poset matroids 
Let (P, <) be a finite poset. A subset A&P is an (order) ideal of P if, for all LEA, 
acP, a<b implies aeA. F(P) denotes the lattice (under union and intersection) of 
ideals of P. When the poset P is clear from the context, we write P for B(P). A subset 
A c P is ajfter of P if, for all be A, aEP, a > b implies SEA. For a subset A E P, A- (A+) 
denotes the set of minimal (maximal) elements of A under the induced order. (A) 
([A]) denotes the ideal (filter) generated by A, i.e., 
(A)={a:adb for some bEA}, 
[A]={a:akb for some beA}. 
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We will frequently make use of the observation that AEB, UEP- A and A+u~9 
imply a@P- A)). (Here and in what follows, A+a denotes Au(a) and A-u denotes 
A-(a).) 
A hereditary system D(P) =(P, 9) is a finite poset P and a collection Y of ideals of 
P satisfying 
OEY, (1) 
AGBE~, AE~ imply AEJJ. (2) 
Ideals in 9 are called independent. For AE~, maximal independent subideals of A are 
called buses of A, and bases of P are simply called buses. 
The function w : P-t R + is a natural weighting of P if x 6 y implies w(x) 3 w(y). We 
note that a {0, I} weighting of P is natural if and only if it is the characteristic function 
of an ideal. w extends to subsets ASP by w(A)=C,,~ w(u), with w((b)=O. With a given 
hereditary system D(P) and a natural weighting w, we associate the combinatorial 
optimization problem 
maxw(A) s.t. AEY. 
The greedy algorithm for (3) is as follows. 
(3) 
Greedy algorithm 
Input: A hereditary system D(P) = (P, 9) and a natural weighting w : P+ R + . 
Output: An ideal AE.$. 
Method: 
(1) List the elements of P as pl, p2, . , pn so that 
(a) PiE(P-{pl, ...,pi-l})p, lbidn; 
(b) ~(P,)~w(P,)~~..>M:(P~); 
(2) A+@; 
(3) for i=l to n do 
if A+piEJ then AtASpi; 
(4) stop. 
Note that since w is natural, a listing satisfying (a) and (b) can always be found in 
step 1. We say that the greedy algorithm works for a given w if it produces an optimal 
ideal in 9. The following theorem has been derived by Faigle [l l] from his more 
general ‘greedy algorithm for posets.’ A direct proof along the familiar matroid lines 
can also be given. 
Theorem 2.1. Let D(P)= (P, 9) be a hereditary system on P. The following are equivu- 
lent: 
(1) The greedy algorithm works for every natural weighting of P. 
(2) A, BE.Y and lB/>l Al imply that there is an element bE(B-A)- such that 
A+ bE9 (augmentation axiom). 
(3) For any ideal AE~, every base of A has the same curdinality. 
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A hereditary system D(P) =(P, 3) satisfying any of the equivalent conditions of 
Theorem 2.1 is called a poser matroid. For any poset matroid D(P) = (P, 9) and AE~, 
(a) the rank of A, denoted by r(A), is the common cardinality of the bases of A, 
(b) a closure of A is an ideal B containing A, satisfying r(B) = r(A) and maximal with 
respect to these properties, 
(c) A is called a dependent ideal if A $4. A dependent ideal C such that C - a~9 for 
all ~EC+ is called a circuit. 
Theorem 2.2. Let D(P)=(D, 3) be a poset matroid. 
(a) Any ideal AEF has a unique closure. This closure cl(A) is given by 
cl(A)={a:r(Au(a))=r(A)} 
(b) Let AEY and UE(P- A)-. If A+a$Y then A+a contains a unique circuit, 
denoted by C(A, a). Moreover, aeC(A,a)+ c(A+a)‘. 
(c) [4] The poset matroid rank function r:.?F+N satisjies, for all A, BEG, 
(i) r(0) = 0, 
(ii) As B implies O<r(B)-r(A)<IB-AI, 
(iii) r(AnB)+r(AuB)<r(A)+r(B). 
Proof. (a) a~cl(A) and bba imply 
r(A)<r(Au(b)),<r(Au(a))=r(A). 
So, cl(A) is an ideal. If B is a closure of A and UEB, then 
r(A)dr(Au(a))dr(B)=r(A). 
Therefore, B G cl(A). It remains to show that r(cl(A))=r(A). Assume the con- 
trary. Extend a base C of A to a base D of cl(A). Let bE(D-C)-. Then 
r(Au(b))>r(C+ b)>r(A), contradicting the fact that bEcl(A). 
(b) Let B=(bE(A+a)‘: A+a-bE$j and put D=(B). We assert that D is 
a circuit. First we note that 04.9. This is because, otherwise, we could augment D to 
a base of ASU, which would have to be of cardinality 1 Al and, thus, of the form 
A+a-b;thisisabsurdasthenbEB~D.ForallbED’=B,D-b~A+a-bE~and, 
hence, D-b ~4. So, D is a circuit in A + a. 
To show uniqueness, let J be another circuit in A + a. By the definition of a circuit, 
(D-J) is nonempty. Choose dE(D -J)+ E B. But now J is a subideal of A + a -d, 
which is independent and, hence, we have a contradiction. The existence and unique- 
ness of C(A,a) is, thus, established. 
Clearly, UEC(A, a)+. Also C(A,a)+ = D+ = Bc(A+a)‘, showing the ‘moreover’ 
part. 
(c) This is a standard argument, as in matroids (see [20]). 0 
Remark. Theorem 2.2(c) does not characterize poset matroid rank functions, but 
rather the more general ordered matroid rank functions [9]. 
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Corollary 2.3. Z~AE~, a~(p-A)-, A+a#4 and beC(A,a)+, then cl(A)=cl(A+a) 
= cl(A + a-b). 
AEY will be called closed if cl(A)=A. From now onwards, whenever we refer to 
a circuit C(A, a), it will be implicitly assumed that AE~, UE(P - A)- and A + ~$9. 
Lemma 2.4. 
For ASS, cl(A)={a:for all bE(u)n(P-A)-, r(A+b)=r(A)}. 
Proof. If a~cl(A), then, for any bE(u)n(P-A)-, 
r(Au(u))3r(A+b)>r(A)=r(Au(u)). 
Conversely, assume for all bE(u)n(P-A)-, r(A+b)=r(A). If r(Au(u))>r(A), 
choose any base B of A and extend B to a (larger) base B’ of Au(u). Then 
B’n (a) n(P - A)- #& and any b in this intersection satisfies r(A + b) > r(A), a contra- 
diction. Therefore, r(A u (a)) = r(A); so, u~cl(A). 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let AE,Y and REP be such that @#((a)-u)n(P-A)ccl(A). Then 
UECl(A). 
Proof. Consider Au(u)E~-. By the hypothesis, A is a base of (Au (a))-~. Since 
A+a$9-, A is also a base of Au (a) and, hence, a~cl(A). 0 
3. Examples 
Below we present some examples. 
(1) If the elements of P are pairwise incomparable, i.e., P is an antichain, then any 
subset of P is an ideal of P and a poset matroid on P is the same as a matroid on the 
underlying set PO. 
(2) D(P) =(P, 9) is thefvee poset mutroid on P, i.e., every ideal of P is independent. 
(3) The ideals of P of size k are the bases of the uniform poset matroid of rank k. 
(4) Consider the poset (P, <) = ({a, b, c, d}, (u d b, c 6 d}) and the poset matroids 
D1(P)=(P,YI) and D,(P)=(P,.Y,), where 
and 
~Fz = {@, {ai, {c}, {a, b}, {c, 4, {a, c> 1. 
(Note that .Y2 consists of all ideals of size <2.) Let Y1 V X2 = (AEF: A =Z,u 12, 
IiE4r, i= 1,2}. Then Y1 V.&= (8, {a}, {c}, {a, b}, {c,d}, {a, c}, {a, C, d}) and is not 
a poset matroid on P: the augmentation axiom fails for {a, b} and {a, c, d}. 
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(5) Integral matuoids: These are the collections of integral vectors of integral 
polymatroids [6]. In this section we interpret them as poset matroids on special 
posets, namely, disjoint unions of chains. Let E be a finite set. f:2E+N is a rank 
function if, for all A, B G E, 
f (8) = 0, (4) 
A E B implies f(A) <f(B), (5) 
f(AuB) +f(AnB) G(A) +f(B). (6) 
With the pair (E,f) we associate the integral matroid [12] 
r(f)={x~N~: x(S)<f(S) for all SGE}, (7) 
where x(S)=~,,,x(s). Let CENT be a bounding vector for 1(f), i.e., for all x~Z(f), 
x<b, i.e., x(e)db(e) for BEE. For each eEE, let C(e)= { l(e)<2(e)< ... <b(e)(e)} denote 
a chain with b(e) elements (C(e)=0 if b(e)=O). Let P(b) denote the disjoint union of 
chains, 
P(b)= u C(e). (8) 
f?EE 
There is a natural bijection between vectors XEN E, x< b, and ideals of P(b). 
Theorem 3.1. (i) Let f be a rank function satisfying (4))(6) Z(f) given by (7) the 
associated integral matroid, bENE a bounding vector for I(f ), and P(b) given by (8). 
Then the collection of ideals of P(b) corresponding to the vectors in Z(f) forms a poset 
matroid on P(b) whose rank function r satisfies 
f(A)=r( u C(e)) for all AGE. 
\ eeA / 
(ii) Conversely, let bE NE and dejne P(b) as in (8). Let D(P(b)) = (P(b), 4) be a poset 
matroid with rank function r, and denote by II the collection of vectors corresponding to 
the ideals in 9. Definef by (9). Then f is a rank function and II =I( f). 
Proof. (i) This is essentially Lemma 5 in [20, Chapter 181. 
(ii) The analogous result for real f is Lemma 4 in [ZO, Chapter 181; however, a new 
proof is needed here because of the discrete nature of the problem. 
From Theorem 2.2(c), it follows that f satisfies (4)-(6), namely, f is a rank function. It 
is clear that Ii c I( f ). We now show that Z(f) c II. For A c E and xEP(b), denote by 
xA the vector obtained from x by setting the components outside A to zero. If x is 
componentwise less than or equal to y, we write x 6 y. 
Let xEl( f). We show by induction on IBI that xB~Il for all BG E, implying 
x=xE~I1. Clearly, xo~l,. Let @#BcE. If x(b)=0 for some bEB, we are done by 
induction; so, assume x(b) > 0 for all beB. Choose bEB. By induction, xsmi, E Ii. Since 
x(B)bf(B)=r(U,,,C(e)), (th e independent ideal corresponding to) x~_~ can be 
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extended to (an independent subideal of UesS C(e) corresponding to a vector) yeI, 
satisfying x~_~<Y, y(E-B)=O, y(B)=x(B). Put T,={~EB-b: x(e)=y(e)}. If 
T,= B- h, then x,=y and we are done. If not, we shall replace y by a vector y’ 
satisfying x~_~ < y', y’(E - B) = 0, y’(B) = x(B), TY 5 TYz, and repeat until the induction 
is complete. To this end, let d@B - b) - TY. By induction, x~_~E I 1. Since x(d) > 0, we 
have x(B - d) < x(B) = y(B). Repeatedly applying the augmentation axiom to x&d and 
y,wegetaz~Z,suchthatx,_,dz,z(B)=y(B)=x(B),z(E-B)=O;hence,x(T,)=z(~) 
and z(d) d x(d). As x(b) > 0, we have x(B - b) < z(B). Now applying the augmentation 
axiom to Xg_b and z, we get a ~‘EZ, such that xB_b<y’, y’(E-B)=O, 
y’(B)=z(B)=x(B) and y’(T,ud)=x(T,ud); hence, T,s T,,. 0 
Faigle [ 1 l] has used the above equivalence and the greedy algorithm for poset 
matroids to give a proof of the validity of the greedy algorithm for integral matroids. 
Theorem 3.1 is also mentioned in [19]. 
(6) Transversal and matching poser matroids: Let d = (A 1, AZ, . , A,,) be a family of 
subsets of a finite set S. A subset {ai, az, . . . , a,} G S IS a transversal of & if there exists 
a permutation 7~ of { 1, . . . . rr} such that UiEA,(i). A partial transversal is a transveral of 
a subfamily of A. Edmonds and Fulkerson [S] proved that the collection of partial 
transversals of .&’ forms a matroid on S, called a transversal matroid. ~2 is said to be 
a presentation of the transversal matroid. 
Before considering transversal matroids on posets, we present the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let P be ajinite poset and P, its underlying set (without the order). Let 
A?(P,)=(P,, <?) be a matroid on PO such that 
AE.F-, bEA, a$A, a<b imply A-b+ue2. (10) 
De$ne D(P)=(P, ,a), where .F=$nF. Then D(P) is a poset matroid. 
Proof. We need only verify the augmentation axiom. Let A, Bg.9 and IBI > 1 Al. 
Considering A, B as members of .7, we find a bE(B- A) such that A+ bE3. Let 
aE(b)n(P-A)-.Thena~bandA+aE,~.By(lO)appliedtoA+bandthedefinition 
of .a, we have A+~E.P, proving the augmentation axiom. 0 
We now apply the above lemma to the following situation. Let P be a finite poset, 
PO its underlying set and let .d = (A,, . . . , A,) be a family of ideals of P. Let 9 denote 
the collection of partial transversals of .d (.&’ being viewed as a family of subsets of PO) 
and 4 denote the collection of ideals of P that are partial transversals of d. Then it is 
clear that .y satisfies (10) and Y=$nF. Since ti(P,)=(P,,$) is a transversal 
matroid, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that D(P)=(P, X) is a poset matroid, called 
a transversal poset matroid [lo]. This result is also mentioned in [19]. .d is said to be 
a presentation of D(P). 
We remark that if .r4 =(Al, . , A,) is just a family of subsets of a poset P, then the 
ideals of P that are partial transversals of & need not form a poset matroid as the 
following example shows. 
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Let (P, <)=( {a, b, c, d}, {a< b, aQc, cdd, a<d}) and consider the transversal 
matroid on (a, b, c, d} given by the presentation ({a}, {d}, {b, c}). The ideals of P that 
are partial transversals of this family are (0, {a}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, c, d}} and these do 
not form a poset matroid: {a, b} and {a, c, d} violate the augmentation axiom. 
Theorem 3.3. Let P be ujnite poset and PO its underlying set. Let i’%(P,)=(P,, 9) be 
a mutroid on PO such that (10) is satisfied, and dejine D(P) us in Lemma 3.2. Then D(P) is 
a transversal poset matroid if M(PO) is a transversal mutroid. 
Proof. A presentation (A,, . . . , A,) of a transversal matroid M(S) on a set S is said to 
be a maximal presentation if every presentation (A,, . , &) of M(S) with Ai 2 Ai for all 
i satisfies Ai=Ai for all i. Let &=(Al, . . . , A,) be a maximal presentation of n;i(P,). 
We assert that AiE9 for all i. This will prove that D(P)=(P,Y) is a transversal poset 
matroid as 9=Yn9. 
To simplify the argument, we represent the family d by means of a bipartite graph 
K=(P,,&[n]), where [n]={l,2 ,..., } n and (u,j)~E if and only if U~Aj. A subset 
Bc P,, is then a partial transversal of d if and only if there is a matching of 
K saturating B. 
We now show AiE9 for all i. Assume that Aj,$9 and let aI <bI be such that 
blEAj,> a,~Aj,. Consider the family B=(A1, AZ, . . . . Aj,uCal}, . . . . A,,) represented 
by the bipartite graph l? =(P,, I?u(u, jO), [n]). As d was a maximal presentation of 
n;i(P,), there is some subset {al, uz, . . . , u,} (containing ai) of PO that is saturated by 
some matching n;i of K but is not saturated by any matching of K. Clearly, (aI, j,)En;i. 
We now distinguish two cases: 
(a) br${ai,+ . . . . u,}. If bI is saturated by n;i then, obviously, we have a matching 
of K saturating (b,, a2, . . . , u,}. If b, is not saturated by &i then, as bIEAj,, 
fi-(a,,j,)+(b,,j,) is a matching of K saturating (bl,u2, . . ..a.}. By (lo), 
{ a1,a2, . . . . u,} is a partial transversal of d, which is a contradiction. 
(b) biE{ai>az> . . ..a.>. Without loss of generality, bI =a2. As (aI, j,)El\;i, 
1 a2,a3, ..., a,} is a partial transversal of lc4 and, hence, by (lo), {aI, a3, . . . , u,} is 
a partial transversal of &‘. Let A4 be a matching of K saturating {al, a3, . . . , u,}. 
Form the new bipartite graph L=(PO, E*, [n]), where E*=(Muh;l)-(aI, j,) 
+ (az, j,). (Note that (a2, j,) exists by b, = u2 .) Using Hall’s theorem, it is easy to verify 
that there is a matching of L saturating {a,, u2, . . . , a,}. This is also a matching of 
K and, therefore, {a,, a2, . . . , u,} is a partial transversal of d, which is a contradic- 
tion. 0 
We now recall a few definitions. Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph. A matching of G is 
a set of pairwise vertex-disjoint edges. A vertex v is said to be saturated by the 
matching if it is an endpoint of some edge in the matching. A matchable subset is 
a subset of the set of saturated vertices of some matching. A matching in a bipartite 
graph is said to match the (full) set of saturated vertices on one side of the bipartition 
with that of the other side. For any matroid i@(S)=(S, c$) on a finite set S and TGS, 
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A?*(r)=(r,J*), where 3*=(X: Xcrand Xs$} is clearly a matroid on Tand is 
called the restriction of M(S) to T. For any poset matroid D(P) = (P, J) and AE~, the 
restriction of D(P) to A is defined similarly. If D(P) is a transversal poset matroid 
on P with presentation &=(Ai, . . . , A,) and AEF-, it is clear that the restriction 
of D(P) to A is also a transversal poset matroid with presentation 
,g=(AnA,, . . . . AnA,). 
Let us denote by $o the collection of matchable subsets of a graph G = (V, E). 
Edmonds and Fulkerson [S] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. For any graph G = ( V, E), h;i,( V) = ( V, 3o) is a transversal matroid on V. 
n;i,( V) is called the matching matroid of G. A matching matroid is defined to be any 
restriction of the matching matroid of a graph. Since transversal matroids are closed 
under restriction, it follows from Theorem 3.4 that a matching matroid is a transversal 
matroid. 
We now consider matching matroids on posets. Let P be a finite poset and PO its 
underlying set. Let G=(PO, E) be a simple graph satisfying 
a<b in P implies N(b)cN(a)u{a}. (11) 
(N(a) denotes the neighbors of a.) An ideal matching of G is a matching of G whose 
saturated vertices form an ideal in P A matchable ideal is a subideal of the saturated 
vertices of some ideal matching. 2G denotes the collection of matchable subsets of 
G and 9, denotes the collection of matchable ideals of G. Clearly, .a, E yG. 
Lemma 3.5. Let P be a poset and let G=(P,, E) be a graph satisfying (11). 
(a) Let AE.~, and a<b be such that bEA, a$A. Then A-b+aE3G. 
(b) ~J~=9~nF*l. 
Proof. (a) Let BzA be the set of saturated vertices of a matching M. If aeB, we are 
done. If a$B, let cgB be such that (b, c) is an edge of the matching M. Since (11) holds, 
(a, C)E E and, hence, M -(b, c) + (a, c) is a matching whose saturated vertices include 
A-b+a. 
(b) Clearly, Yc ~3, nB. Consider AE~~~B. Then there exists Bz A such that 
B is the set of saturated vertices of some matching. Assume B$g. Then there exists 
bg(B- A) such that for some a < b, a$B. By the argument of part (a), we can show that 
B-b + a is the set of saturated vertices of some matching. Repeating this process, we 
eventually get an ideal Bz.4 such that B is the set of saturated vertices of an ideal 
matching. Therefore, A ~$o. 0 
Remark. The operation used in part (b) of the lemma can be seen as ‘pushing down’ 
a subset BE P to turn it into an ideal B of the same cardinality. Using this operation, 
we can convert any matching into an ideal matching of the same cardinality. 
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For a poset P and a graph G =(PO, E) satisfying (1 l), consider n?,(P,) =(PO, 9,) 
and D,(P)=(P, YG). II?, is transversal by Theorem 3.4. Lemma 3.5(a) shows that 
9, satisfies (10). It follows from Lemma 3.5(b) and Theorem 3.3 that D,(P) is 
a transversal poset matroid on P. It is called the matching poset matroid of G. 
A matching poset matroid is defined to be any restriction of the matching poset 
matroid of a graph satisfying (11). As transversal poset matroids are closed under 
restriction, it follows that a matching poset matroid is a transversal poset matroid. 
4. Poset matching 
Having seen examples of poset matroids and their greedy algorithm, we now 
consider generalizing matroid union and intersection to poset matroids, but encoun- 
ter some difficulties. The union of poset matroids defined on the same poset need not 
be a poset matroid, as seen from example 4 of Section 3. The poset matroid intersection 
problem is to find a largest common independent ideal (an ‘intersection’) of two poset 
matroids defined on the same poset. (A generalization of this problem allows the two 
poset matroids to be defined on different posets on the same ground set. Tardos [19] 
reduced the matroid matching problem to this generalized problem and, conse- 
quently, the latter is not solvable in polynomial time if the poset matroids are defined 
by independence oracles.) A good algorithm for the poset matroid intersection 
problem should yield a good characterization of the largest size of an intersection. 
Whereas no such algorithm is known, Tardos [19] gives a good characterization. She 
defines the basis rank /l(X) of a set X c P by p(X) = max { 1 InX 1: I s 9}. If (P, Yi) are 
poset matroids with rank functions ri and basis rank functions fii, i= 1,2, then 
max{lZ): lEYa,n$l}=min{/?,(X)+fi,(P-X): XGP}. 
This result, analogous to the matroid intersection formula, is not a good characteriza- 
tion since it is not clear how to compute in polynomial time the basis rank of a given 
set. The intersection of all the bases of an ideal A in a poset matroid is denoted by Z(A). 
The good characterization by Tardos of the largest intersection size is more complic- 
ated than the above formula, and is given by 
max{(lj: IE~~ln~2}=min{r,(A,)+r,(A,)-lIA,nA,I}, 
where the minimum is taken over all ideals Ai of P such that li(Ai)=AinAz and 
[34-i-Ai]=P-Ai for i= 1,2. 
Since a direct generalization of matroid union and intersection to poset matroid 
union and intersection presents these difficulties, we generalize in a different direction. 
In the independent matching problem of Aigner and Dowling Cl], one is given 
a bipartite graph with a matroid defined on each color class, and seeks a largest 
matching whose saturated vertices in each color class form an independent set in the 
corresponding matroid. It is well known [lS] that this problem is equivalent to the 
matroid intersection problem. If a matroid is defined on one color class, it induces on 
the other color class a matroid whose independent sets are the sets that are matchable 
to the independent sets of the given matroid [17]. It is also well known [lS] that the 
union of matroids can always be induced in this way across a suitable bipartite graph. 
The poset matching problem, discussed below, generalizes these situations to poset 
matroids. 
Let P and Q be two finite posets. R c P x Q is an ordered binary relation if 
(p, q)ER and P<P, 464 imply (P, 4)gR. 
The dual relation R* c Q x P of R is defined by (b, U)E R* if and only if (a, b)E R. We 
view R as a bipartite graph and refer to (a, b)ER as the edge (a, b). For every A G P, 
R(A)= {bcQ: (a, b)ER for some UEA}. 
Note that R(A) is an ideal of Q. R*(B) for BGQ is defined similarly. Let Pi =F(P) 
and F2 = F(Q). A toner of an ordered binary relation R CP x Q is a pair (C, D) of 
ideals, CE~, , DES,, such that, for all (c,d)~R, ceC or dED holds. In other words, 
Rn((P-C) x (Q-D))=@ A distributive relation is a triple (DI(P), R, D2(Q)), where 
RcPx Q is an ordered binary relation, and D1(P)=(P,4,) and D2(Q)=(Q,Y2) are 
poset matroids on P and Q. 
We let rI:FI-+N and r2.. F2+ N denote the respective poset matroid rank fun- 
ctions and cl1 : 9, --+Fl and cl2 : 92-+F2 the respective closure operators taking any 
ideal to its closure. We shall denote by Ci(A,u) the circuit in D,(P) with respect to 
A and a. Circuits in Dz(Q) will be denoted as C,(B, b). A poset matching M (of 
curdinality k) in a distributive relation (DI(P), R, Dz(Q)) is a set ((a,, b,), 
(uz,bz), . ..> (u,,b,)j ofp airwise vertex-disjoint edges, where {a,, a,, . . . , uk} E.Y~ and 
{bl,&, . ..> bk}EY2. The ideals {aI, . . . . uk} and (b,, . , bk} are said to be matched 
and the elements ui, bi, 16 i < k, are said to be saturated by M. The cardinulity poset 
matching problem is to find a maximum poset matching, i.e., a poset matching of 
maximum cardinality. More generally, let \~i : P+ [w+ and \v2 : Q-rW’ be two natural 
weightings. The weight of the poset matching M = { (a,, b,), , (ak, bk)} is 
w(M)=wl(jal, . . . . ak})+w2({bl, . . . . b,}). 
The weighted poset matching problem is to find a poset matching of maximum weight. 
When P and Q are antichains, D,(P) and D2(Q) are matroids and a poset matching 
reduces to an independent matching. 
Below we present an augmenting path algorithm for the cardinality poset matching 
problem. Section 5 uses this algorithm and the Dilworth completion to reduce the 
weighted poset matching problem to weighted matroid intersection. The model of 
computation is an oracle that specifies a given poset matroid (P,4) by answering 
queries of the form ‘is this ideal in 4?‘. 
Lemma 4.1. Let M be a poser matching in (Dl (P), R, Dz(Q)) thut matches AEX~ with 
BEX~, und let (J, K) be a toner of R. Then IMI<rI(J)+r2(K). Equality holds ifund 
only ifMn(Jx K)=@, rI(J)=IAnJI, and r2(K)=IBnKI. 
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Proof. 
We say that a cover (J, K) is minimum if it minimizes rl (J) + r2 (K). 
Definition 4.2. Let M be a poset matching in (D,(P), R, D2(Q)) that matches AE$~ 
with BEG,. An augmenting path w.r.t. M consists of 2n + 1 (n~0) distinct edges (ai, b,), 
-__ 
1 <i<n, and (ai,bi+l), O<i<n, such that 
(i) All 4n + 2 endpoints are distinct, with the exception that ai = ai and bi = & are 
allowed (see Fig. 1). 
-- 
(ii) (ai,bi)EM, ldi<n and (~~,b,+,)~R-kf, Odi<n. 
(iii) <@-cll(A))- and ~,+,E(Q-c12(B))-. 
(iv) G#ni implies UiECl(A,&)+, l<i<n. 
(V) G#bi implies bi EC2(B,&)+, 1 <i<FZ. 
(vi) z#ai, a,#aj imply a,#C,(A,aj), 1 <i<j<n. 
(vii) &#bi, &#bj imply bj$C,(B,b,), l<i<j<n. 
We note that the set of edges in an augmenting path need not form a path (in the 
usual graph-theoretic sense) in the graph of R. If D,(P) and D2(Q) are the free poset 
matroids on P and Q, our definition implies that ai = ai, 6 = bi for 1 Q i< n and the 
definition reduces to that of an ‘admissible augmenting path’ in the sense of Faigle [lo]. 
Fig. 1. An augmenting path with n =3 (ai=; or bi=g is allowed). 
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Lemma 4.3. If a poset matching M admits an augmenting path, it is not maximum. 
Proof. Assume inductively that (A - {aI, . . . , ai))u{c,...,&jisabaseofcli(A)(the 
assertion is clearly true for i=O). If ai+i=ai+i, then clearly 
(A-(ai, . . ..ai+i>)ujG. . ...7- ai+i} is a base of cl,(A). If ai+i#ai+i, then by Defini- 
tion 4.2 (iv), ai + I E C1 (A, ai,l)‘. Furthermore, by (vi), for 1 <j < i, aj does not belong 
to the ideal Ci(A, ai+i) and, hence, aj$ ai+ 1. By (i), it follows that 
ai+1E(P-((A-{al, . . . . ai})U{a,, . . . . ai}))-. By (vi) and Theorem 2.2(b), 
c,(A,ai+,)=C,((A-{a,, . . ..ai})U{G. . . ..ai}.ai+1). 
Therefore, 
ai+,EC1((A-(a,, ..., ai})U{C, . . ..Z}.ai+l)+ 
and, by Theorem 2.2(b) and Corollary 2.3, (A-{al, . . . . ai+,})u{~, . . . . CI~+~] is 
a base of cl,(A). Therefore, we have proved by induction that 
(i) A-{a,, . . . . a,}u{G, . . . . \ a } is a base of cl,(A). Similarly, B-jbl, . . ..b.} 
u{G, . . ..h.} is a base of c12(B). 
We now note the following: 
(ii) Let D~9i be a closed ideal and a@P-D)-. Then B+ae.Yl for any base B of 
D. Similarly for D2(Q). 
Indeed, consider D + aE9 1 and extend BEY~ to a base of D + a, which must be B + a. 
Let the augmenting path be given by Wu w, where W= {(ai, b,): 1 < i< n} and 
_p 
IV={(ai,bi+i): O<i<n}. 
Using (i) and (ii) above and Definition 4.2 (iii), we verify that 
A’=(A-{a,, . . . . a,})u(al, . . . . an}u(ao}EXl, 
B’=(B-{bl, . ..) b,})u{h,, . . . . b,}u{bn+lJE& 
Therefore, augmenting along Wu w, i.e., replacing M by (M - W)u w (interchanging 
the solid and wavy lines in Fig. l), we get a poset matching of cardinality 1 M I+ 1 
matching A’ with B’. 0 
To prove the converse of Lemma 4.3, we present the augmenting path algorithm for 
poset matching. We introduce the following notation. Let M be a poset matching in 
(D,(P), R, D2(Q)) that matches A~4i with BE.Y~. Then, for aEA+, define F,(A,a)= 
{ti~(P-A)-: aEC,(A,ti)+} and, for ~E(Q-B)-, F2(B,b)=(beB+: b~c~(B,b)+}. 
Algorithm for cardinality poset matching 
Input: A distributive relation (D,(P), R, Dz(Q)) and a poset matching M, possibly 
empty, that matches AE$~ with BEJJ~. 
Output: A poset matching M and a cover (J, K) satisfying 1 M 1 =rl(J)+r2(K); thus, 
M is maximum and (J, K) is minimum. 
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Method: 
while (true) do 
begin {outer while} 
(1) Initialize: Give the label ‘S’ to all elements of (P-cl,(A))-; 
Lc(P-cl~(A))-; Kt@; 
(2) Label: while possible do one of (i)-(iv) below 
begin {label} 
(i) Find (a,b)~R-M with UEL, ~EQ-K; give to b the label ‘a’; 
K+K + b; if bE(Q-cl,(B))- go to Augment. 
(ii) Find UEA+ nL; give the label ‘a’ to all elements of 
J’,M4nFCLl); LcLu(F,(A,a)n(P-CLl)). 
(iii) Find (a, b)EM with bEK, UEA-L; give to a the label ‘b’; LtL+u. 
(iv) Find b=(Q-B)- nK; give the label ‘l? to all elements of 
W~,b(Q-(0); KcKu(F,(B,~)n(Q-(K))). 
end (label} 
(3) Hungarian: Stop. M is a poset matching and (J, K), where J=P- [L], is 
a cover of R satisfying IMJ=r1(J)+r2(K). 
(4) Augment: By following the labels back from b to a ‘$’ label, obtain an 
augmenting path {(ao,bl), (al,bl), . . ..(an.bn+r)}, where 
b n+l=b; A+(A-{al, . . . . a,}) u(<, . . . . a,)u{G}; B+-(B- 
Cb 1, . . . . b,})u{bl, ...,b,}u{b,+lj; augment M along the aug- 
menting path as in Lemma 4.3; remove all labels. 
end {outer while}. 
Theorem 4.4. The curdinulity poset matching algorithm is correct. 
Proof. (i) Assume that the algorithm labels bE(Q - cl2 (B))- and reaches the Augment 
step. By following labels back from b to a ‘$’ label, we obtain the set of edges {(ue, b,), 
(u,,b,), ...,(u,,b,+l)S, where bnfl= b. We show that this set of edges is indeed an 
augmenting path. Conditions (i)-(iii) in the definition of an augmenting path are 
clearly satisfied. To verify (iv), note that ai # ai implies that ai was labelled in step 2(ii) 
and, thus, by the definition of F, (A, a), it follows that Ui~C1 (A, z)+. Similarly, we can 
verify (v). Assume that (vi) fails to hold and let i<j satisfy &#ai, aj#uj, and 
uiEC,(A,q). Since ai#z, we have, by (iv), uiECl(A, z)+; hence, by Theorem 2.2(b), 
ui~A+. Also a;$ q as, otherwise, 6 could not have been labelled in step 2(ii). 
Therefore, uiECl(A,G)+. But this means that aj~f’~(A, ui); so, when ai received the 
label ‘ai’, K was already labelled or should have received the label ‘ai’, and K could not 
have received the label ‘uj), a contradiction. Condition (vii) is verified similarly to (vi). 
Now we assume that the algorithm has reached step 3 (Hungarian Labelling). 
(ii) KEF~. Let bE K and b, Gb. We consider two cases: 
(a) b was labelled in step 2(i). Let b be labelled ‘a’. Then (a, b)ER - M and, since 
R is ordered, (a, bl)ER. If (a, b,)EM, then a must be labelled ‘bl’ and, hence, 
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~,EK. If (a,b,)~R- M, then, since all possible elements have already been 
labelled, b1 E K. 
(b) b was labelled in step 2(iv). There exists an edge (a, b)EM. Then a must be 
labelled ‘b’ and, hence, bI E K since bI could be labelled ‘a’ in step 2(i). 
(iii) (J, K) is a cover of R. JEFF as J is the complement of a filter. Assume (J, K) is 
not a cover and choose (a,b)ERn((P-J)x(Q-K)). Since UEP-J=[L] and R is 
ordered, there exists u~EL, u16u, such that (ul,b)ERn((P-J))x(Q-K)). If 
(ai, b)EM, then a, must be labelled ‘b’ in step 2(iii); hence, bEK, a contradiction. If 
(a,, b)ER- M, then b could be labelled ‘ai’ in step 2(i) and, hence, again bEK. 
(iv) A-JCL. For if SEA-J, then ui<u for some u,EL, and (u,b)EM for some 
bcB. If u=u, then UEL. Otherwise, bEK because b could be labelled ‘a,’ in step 2(i). 
Hence, a could be labelled ‘6’ in step 2(iii), so that again aEL. 
(v) Mn(Jx K)=@ F or if (a, b)EMn( J x K), then a must be labelled ‘b’ in step 
2(iii), contradicting J c P - L. 
Therefore, to prove that M is a maximum cardinality matching and (J, K) is a 
minimum cover, it is enough, by Lemma 4.1, to show that r1 (J) = 1 An J 1 and 
r2(K)=IBnKK. 
(vi) r,(J)=JAnJI. It is enough to show that (J-A)-scl,(AnJ), for then AnJ 
cannot be extended in J. Assume otherwise and let CE(J- A)- -cl1 (An J). cycle 
as, otherwise, c would have been labelled 3’. So, C1(A, c) is well defined. Since 
(AnJ)+ceYI by the choice of c, C1(A,c)-J#@ Pick u’EC~(A,C)-J and let 
u~[u’]nC,(A,c)+ G(P-J)nA+ by Theorem 2.2(b) and the fact that J is an ideal. 
Therefore, CEF,(A, a). By (iv) above, UEL and ceJ=P- [L]. But then c could be 
labelled ‘a’ in step 2(ii), contradicting CEP- [L] G P- L. 
(vii) r,(K)=IBnKI. Similar to (vi). 0 
The analysis of the algorithm will be done in the model of computation where the 
posets are specified by oracles that answer the question ‘Is x<y?’ and the poset 
matroids are specified by oracles that answer the question ‘Is this ideal independent?‘. 
In this model one can test whether a subset is an ideal and find the minimal and 
maximal elements of arbitrary subsets. We shall concentrate on analyzing the number 
of calls to the independence oracles. Let N = max { IPI, IQ I}. We can compute cl(A) for 
any AEY in O(N) calls to the independence oracle as follows: Compute the set 
S=(bE(P-A)-: A+b$.f} using O(N) calls. Then, by Lemma 2.4, cl(A)= {u: 
(u)n(P- A)- G S}. The algorithm does O(N) augmentations. In each augmentation, 
step 1 requires O(N) calls. In step 2 we can compute all F, (A, a) and F,(B, 6) for given 
A, B using a total of O(N2) calls, and cl,(B) using O(N) calls. Step 4 requires no calls. 
This establishes the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. The cardinulity poset matching algorithm terminates after 0(N3) culls to 
the independence oracles, where N = max { IP 1, I Q I}. 
By specializing the algorithm to various situations, we obtain the following. If P and 
Q are antichains, remove the superscripts ’ +’ and ‘-’ and the brackets ‘( )’ and ‘[ 1’ 
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to obtain an algorithm for the independent matching problem of Aigner and Dowling 
[l]. If, in addition, P= Q and R = { (a, a): sP}, this becomes an algorithm for 
cardinality matroid intersection [7,15]. Alternatively, if D,(P) and Dz(Q) are free 
poset matroids, omit steps 2(ii) and 2(iv), replace ‘cl1 (A)’ by ‘A’ in step 1 and ‘cl,(B)’ by 
‘B’ in step 2(i), and in step 4, ‘A +-A + ao’, ‘BcB + b, + 1’ to obtain an algorithm for 
‘matching in posets’ ([lo]). If, in addition, P and Q are antichains, remove the 
superscripts ‘+’ and ‘-’ from steps 1 and 2(i) to obtain the classical cardinality 
matching algorithm for bipartite graphs. 
We derive the following consequences of the algorithm. In each case the algorithm 
constructs efficiently the relevant objects. 
Theorem 4.6. A poset matching is of maximum cardinality if and only if it admits no 
augmenting path. 
Theorem 4.7 (K&rig-Egervary theorem for poset matching). Let (DI (P), R, D2(Q)) be 
a distributive relation. Then 
max{IMI: M is a poset matching}=min{r,(A)+r,(R(P-A)): AEF~} 
=min{r,(R*(Q-B))+r,(B): BE&}. 
Proof. max dmin by Lemma 2.12, since (A, R(P- A)) is a cover of R for each AEF~. 
To show the opposite inequality, let M be the matching and (J, K) the cover of 
R obtained in step 3 of the algorithm. Then R(P-J)c K; so, 
rl(J)+rz(R(P-J))~rl(J)+r,(K)=lMl. 0 
Theorem 4.8. (Rado’s theorem for poset matroids). Let D(Q)=(Q,$) be a poset 
matroidand&‘=(A,, . . . . A,,) afamily of ideals of Q. Then ~2 has a transversal that is an 
independent ideal of D(Q) if and only if r(Aj,u’..UAj,)>q for all 
{j 1, . . . . j,}C{l, . . . . n}. 
Proof. Form the distributive relation (D,(P), R, D2(Q)), where D,(P) is the free 
matroid on the antichain { 1, . . . . n}, D,(Q)=D(Q), and (i,a)ER if and only if UEA~. 
Then an independent transversal of & is the same as a poset matching of cardinality n. 
By Theorem 4.7, it exists if and only if 
min{IAI+r(UAi:i$A): A~{l,...,n}}>n, 
which is the same as the condition of the theorem. 0 
Faigle [9] gave a nonalgorithmic proof of Rado’s theorem for geometries on posets, 
which generalize poset matroids. 
We conclude this section by applying the Kiinig-Egervary theorem for poset 
matching to derive a min-max result on linking of vectors in integral matroids 
[16,18]. Let El and E2 be finite sets, fi and f2 rank functions on El and E2, and I( fi) 
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and I(f2) the associated integral matroids as in Section 3, example 5. Let U G El x El 
be an arbitrary binary relation, viewed as the edge set of a bipartite graph. 
A linking L in (I(fr), U, Z(f2)) consists of vectors x,~Z(fr) (supply), xZ~Z(f2) 
(demand) andfe N” (flow) such thatf(Zi)=xi(ei) for all eigEi, i= 1,2, where di denotes 
the set of all edges of Ii incident with ei. The value of a linking L is defined as 
u(L)=.04 
To represent linkings as poset matchings, pick bounding vectors bI and bz of L(fr) 
and l(f2) and consider the posets P(bi) = u {C(e): eeEi) and the corresponding poset 
matroids Di(P(bi)) =(P(bi), Yi), i = 1,2, defined in Section 3, example 5. Form the 
distributive relation (D,(P(b,)), R, D2(P(b2))), w h ere the ordered binary relation R is 
given by 
R = { C(e,) x C(e,): (eI, eZ)E U}. 
There is a natural correspondence between linkings L in (I(fr), U, I(_&)) and poset 
matchings M in (D,(P(b,)), R, D,(P(b,))) satisfying u(L)= M: Given L, pick any edge 
(e = e,, eZ)E U and put in M a matching of the bottom f(er, e2) unused elements of 
C(e,) to the bottom f(eI, ez) unused elements of C(e,). Repeat this for all edges in U to 
obtain M. Conversely, given M matching the ideal AI E.Y~ with A2~.Yz, let Xi be the 
vector in Z(J;:) corresponding to Ai, i= 1,2, and put 
f(e,,ez)=Mn(C(el)xC(el)) for (e,,e&U. 
By the K&rig-Egervary theorem for poset matchings, 
maxu(L)=min{r,(A)+Y2(R(P(bl)-A)): AEp(P(b,))}. 
The above minimum does not increase if A is restricted to be an ideal of the special 
form A*=U{C(e): eES}, where SGE,, i.e., A* is a union of complete chains C(e). 
Indeed, if AnC(e)# C(e) for some eEEI, then A’=A-C(e) satisfies rl(A’)6r,(A), 
r2(R(P(bl)-A’))=rz(R(P(bI)-A)) and A’nC(e)=@ Repeating this, we obtain an 
ideal of the required form. Using formula (9) for the rank of ideals of this form, we get 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.9. The maximum value of a linking in (Z(fI), U, Z(fi)) equals 
min{fi(S)+f2(U(E-S)): SC E,}. 
5. Mendelsohn-Dulmage theorem, induced poset matroids, and Dilworth completion 
In this section we prove the Mendelsohn-Dulmage theorem for poset matchings 
and derive some consequences. 
Theorem 5.1 (MendelsohnDulmage theorem for poset matchings). Let (D,(P), R, 
D2(Q)) be a distributive relation, let M be a poset matching that matches A1~~I with 
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A2~.fz, and let M’ be a poset matching that matches A’, ~9~ with A;E~~. Then there 
exists a poset matching M * that matches ATEY~ with A~EY~ such that 
cl,(AT)zA, and cl,(A;)zA;. 
Proof. Start with a poset matching M* that matches A:E~, with A;E_@~ such that 
cl1 (AT)? AI; for example, M * = M. If cl,(AT)z Ai, we are done. Otherwise, we show 
how to modify M* so as to maintain cll(AT)z AI and increase the quantity 
1 AT n A; I+ 1 AZ n A; I. Since the latter is bounded, the process terminates, with M * 
satisfying the desired conditions. Consider the connected components of M *uM’. 
They are of six types, illustrated in Fig. 2. Since cl,(Az)$~ A;, there exists 
qE(A; - AT)- such that AT +qEY2. Such a q can belong only to a component of type 
3 or 5, and must be the endpoint saturated by M’. We treat these two cases separately. 
Case 1: q belongs to a component C of type 5. Let bEAT - A; be the other endpoint 
of C. Modify M * by switching the roles of M * and M’ along C. M * now matches 
ATEY~ with Az+q-bcQ (this need not be an ideal). If Az+q-b~F~, then it is in 
Y1 and the new M* is as required. If not, then ([b] - b)n(Az + q) # 8. Let 
b,@[b] - b)n(Az +q)+. Then bI EAT- A; since b$A;; hence, there exists an edge 
(a, b,)EM*. As R is ordered, (a, b)ER. Change M * to M *-(a, b,)+(a, b). Then M* is 
a poset matching that matches AT ~9, with AT + q - b, ~9~ with the desired properties. 
Case 2: q belongs to a component C of type 3. Let ag A; -AT be the other endpoint 
of C. Modify M * by switching the roles of M * and M’ along C. M * now matches 
Fig. 2. Connected components. 
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AT+a&P (this need not be an ideal) with Az+q~y~. Choose any ul~(u)n 
(A; -AT)-, so that AT + a1 l gi . The present M * contains an edge (a, b), and, since 
R is ordered, (a,,b)~R. Change M * to M*-(a,b)+(aI,b). M* now matches 
AT+ale9i with Ay+qEY2. IfAT+u,EJi, then M* is as required. IfAT+ui$Yi, 
then Ci(AT,u,) is well-defined, and C,(AT,u,)n(AT-A;)#@ as A;EY~. Let 
xeC1(AT,u,)n(AT-A;), and let a2e[x]nC1(AT,ul)+. Then u,~(Ay)+ by Theorem 
2.2(b) and u,$A; as x$A;, and ~~#a,. Let (u2,b,)~M*, b,E[b,]n(Ay+q)+, and 
(u,,bZ)~M*. Replace M* by M*-(u2,b,)-(u3,b,)+(u,,b,). Then M* is a poset 
matching that matches AT +a, -a,~$~ with ATs~-~~E$~ having the desired 
properties. 0 
In the special case that D,(P) and D2(Q) are matroids on the antichains P and Q, 
one obtains the Mendelsohn-Dulmage theorem for independent matchings (we re- 
mark that the above proof can be simplified in this case). If, in addition, P=Q and 
R = {(a, a): UE P}, we obtain Kundu and Lawler’s result [14,15] on the Mendel- 
sohn-Dulmage theorem for matroid intersections. 
As an application of the Mendelsohn-Dulmage theorem, we show how a poset 
matroid induces a new poset matroid across an ordered binary relation. 
Theorem 5.2. Let P, Q be pose& REP x Q un ordered binary relation, and 
D1(P)=(P,.F,) a poset matroid on P. Then D2(Q)=(Q,.Y2), where 42={B~F2: some 
matching in R matches some AE~, bvith B} is a poset mutroid on Q, with the rank 
,finction rz : .F2 -+ N given by 
r2(B)=min{r,(A)+IBnR(P-A)I: AEF~(P)} 
=min{r,(R*(B-C)+ICI: C is a s&ideal ofB}. 
D2(Q) is culled the poset mutroid induced by D,(P) across R. 
Proof. We first show that :a2 is hereditary. Let BEAM and let M be a matching that 
matches AE~, with B. Let C be a subideal of B and X = M - ‘(C)E P. There exists an 
injection d:X+(X) such that d(x)bx for all XEX and d(X)EFI (d ‘pushes down’ 
X). Since AE.~,, d(X)E.Y,, and &?={(d(x), M(x)): XEX} is a matching that matches 
d(X) with C (the edges of n;i exist since R is ordered). 
We now verify the augmentation axiom. Let AZ, A;EY*, with IA21 >[A;[. Let M 
and M’ be matchings that match A,E.~, with A2 and A;EY~ with A;. Consider Q 
restricted to Q= A2u A; and the restriction l? of R to P x Q. Let D2(Q) denote the 
free poset matroid on Q. Then M and M’ are poset matchings in the distributive 
relation (D,(P), R, D2(Q)). By applying the MendelsohnDulmage theorem for poset 
matchings, we obtain a poset matching M * that matches AT EJ~ with AT ~9 (0) such 
that cl,(Ay)~A, and Az?A;. Since IA~l=IA~~=r,(cl(A~))>r,(A,)=IA,I 
=IA,I>/A;I,wehaveAT~AA;,andasATisasubidealofA,uA;,theaugmentation 
axiom is verified. To obtain the rank formulas, we apply the two formulations of the 
K&rig-Egervary theorem for poset matchings to (DI(P), R’, D2(B)), where D,(B) is 
the free poset matroid on B and R’ is R restricted to P x B. 0 
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As mentioned in the introduction, this generalizes Perfect’s result [ 171 on how 
a matroid induces another one across a binary relation. 
We now consider a construction due to Dilworth [3]. A proof can be found in 
[12,20]. 
Lemma 5.3. Let .d be a collection of subsets of a finite set E such that @EDI and A, 
BE.~ imply AuBE~ and AnBed. Let f:d-+N be a function satisfying, for all A, 
BEd, 
f (8) = 0, 
f(AuB)+f(AnB)~f(A)+f(B). 
Then the function p : 2E-+ N given by 
p(S)=min{ f(X)+lS-Xl: XEd) 
is a matroid rank function. 
Consider the following special case of Lemma 5.3. Let P be a poset, PO its 
underlying set (without the order) and D(P)=(P, Y) a poset matroid on P. Let 
V: g+N denote the poset matroid rank function of D(P). From Lemma 5.3, the 
function rO : ~‘o+N given by 
r,(X)=min{r(A)+IX-AI: AEF(P)} (14) 
is a matroid rank function. Note that r. agrees with r on 9”. This matroid, denoted by 
&P,)=(P,, .a), is called the Dilworth completion of the poset matroid D(P). 
We now interpret the Dilworth completion of a poset matroid as a special induced 
poset matroid. Let R c P x PO be the relation < itself, i.e., R = {(a, b):aE P, beP, and 
a < b in P), so that R is an ordered binary relation. D(P) induces across R a matroid 
on PO (since PO is an antichain). By Theorem 5.2, the rank function of this matroid is 
just (14), so that this induced matroid is D(P,). By the definition of an induced poset 
matroid, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. A subset {al, . . . , a, > E PO is in 3 zf and only if the family of principal 
ideals ((a, ), . , (a,, )) possesses an independent transversal in 4. 
We note that the poset matching algorithm provides us with a polynomial-time 
algorithm to evaluate ro(X) for X E PO. 
As an illustration, we consider the Dilworth completion of an integral matroid. Let 
E,f; I( f ), P(b), D(P(b)), and C(e) be as in Section 3, Example 5. It is easy to verify that 
SE P(b) is independent in the Dilworth completion of D(P(b)) if and only if I is 
independent in D(P(b)), where I is the ideal consisting of the bottom ISnC(e)I 
elements of C(e) for all eE E, i.e., if and only if the vector XE NiE given by x(e) = I Sn C(e) I 
is in I( f ). We note that this is precisely the problem of testing membership in I( f ), an 
algorithm for which is at present available only via the ellipsoid algorithm. 
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The next theorem gives an alternative characterization of the Dilworth completion 
of a poset matroid (see [l 11). 
Theorem 5.5. Let D(P)=(P, $) be a poset matroid with rank function r and 
&PO) = (PO, Cy) its Dilworth completion. Then 3 = u (9’: (P,, 9’) is a matroid whose 
rank function agrees with r on F(P)}. 
Proof. The 5 direction follows from the fact, noted above, that the rank function of 
&PO) agrees with r on F(P). To prove the opposite direction, let (P,,Y’) be any 
matroid whose rank function r’ agrees with r on F(P), and let {al, . . . . a,,}~y’. 
Consider the family ._&=((al), . . . . (a,)) of principal ideals. Then, for all 
{jl,...,j~)~(l,...,n}, d<aj,)U “‘U(Uj,))=J((Ujl)U...U(Uj,))3r’((aj,,”’,aj,}) 
= p; so, by Rado’s theorem (Theorem 4.8), d possesses an independent transversal in 
9, which means that (al, . . . , u,)E~. 0 
Theorem 5.6. The weighted poset matching problem can be solved by a polynomiul 
number of calls to the independence oracles. 
Proof. We reduce the problem to weighted independent matching, which is reduced, 
in turn, to weighted matroid intersection. 
Given a distributive relation (D,(P), R, D2(Q)) and natural weightings wl, w2 on 
P and Q, the weighted poset matching problem (WPM) is to find a poset matching of 
maximum weight. Consider the Dilworth completions DI(PO) and Dz(Qo). The 
weighted independent matching problem (WIM) on (oI(PO), R, D2(QO)) is to find an 
independent matching of maximum weight. Every feasible solution of WPM is also 
a feasible solution of WIM. Conversely, let M= { (aI, b,), . . , (a,, b,)J, with aiEPo, 
bi~Qo, be a feasible solution of WIM. Then the families ((a,), . . . , (a,)) and 
((b, ), . . . , (b,)) have independent transversals {a:, . , a,* } and {b:, . . . , b,* } in .P. 
Then the poset matching M * = {(a:, by), . . . , (a,*, b,*)} exists since R is ordered, and 
w(M*)3 w(M) since w1 and w2 are natural. Thus, WPM is reduced to WIM. 
To reduce WIM to weighted matroid intersection, define two matroids MI(R) and 
Mz(R) on R. A subset SE R is independent in M,(R) if no two edges of S meet in PO 
and the endpoints of S in P, form an independent set in oI(P,). Similarly for M,(R). 
Give to each edge e = (a, b)ER the weight c(e) = w1 (a) + w2 (b). Clearly, WIM is equiva- 
lent to solving the weighted matroid intersection problem (WMI) with respect to 
M,(R), M2(R) and c. 
WMI has an algorithm using polynomially many calls to the independence oracles 
of M,(R) and M,(R) [7,15,12,13]. These oracles are essentially equivalent to oracles 
for independence in ol (P) and D2(Q). The latter are given by Theorem 5.4 and the 
cardinality poset matching alogrithm; so, we can solve WIM. The reduction of WPM 
to WIM is also polynomial for the same reason. 0 
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